14 tasks and scenarios. Computational modeling has proven highly valuable in 15 providing mechanistic interpretations of these age-related differences; however, 16 the extent to which model parameter differences accurately reflect changes to 17 the underlying neural computations has yet to be tested. Here, we measured 18 neural signatures of decision formation as younger and older participants 19 performed motion discrimination and contrast-change detection tasks, and 20 compared the dynamics of these signals to key parameter estimates from fits of a 21 prominent accumulation-to-bound model (drift diffusion) to behavioural data. 22 Our results indicate marked discrepancies between the age-related effects 23 observed in the model output and the neural data. Most notably, while the model 24 predicted a higher decision boundary in older age for both tasks, the neural data 25 indicated no such differences. To reconcile the model and neural findings, we 26 used our neurophysiological observations as a guide to constrain and adapt the 27 model parameters. In addition to providing better fits to behaviour on both 28 tasks, the resultant neurally-informed models furnished novel predictions 29 regarding other features of the neural data which were empirically 30 validated. These included a slower mean rate of evidence accumulation amongst 31 older adults during motion discrimination and a beneficial reduction in 32 between-trial variability in accumulation rates on the contrast-change detection 33 task, which was linked to more consistent attentional engagement. Our findings 34 serve to highlight how combining human brain signal measurements with 35 computational modelling can yield unique insights into group differences in 36 neural mechanisms for decision making.
Ageing is associated with a progressive decline in many aspects of cognitive function 41 including episodic memory 1 , working memory 2 , speed of processing 3 and task-42 switching 4 . In an effort to better understand these wide-ranging changes, researchers 43 have sought to pinpoint core mental operations that are impacted by ageing (e.g. refs. 44 3,5,6 ). One such operation is perceptual decision making, the process whereby sensory 45 information is translated into goal-directed actions. 46 47 Much of what we know about how ageing affects perceptual decision making comes 48 from behavioural studies employing sequential sampling models 7-9 . The core 49 principle underlying these models is that noisy sensory evidence is accumulated until 50 a predetermined quantity has accrued in favour of one of the decision alternatives. 51 The two most consistent findings to emerge from this work have been an age-52 dependent widening of decision boundaries 10-16 , consistent with older adults adopting 53 more cautious decision policies 17 and an age-related slowing of non-decision 54 processing indicating a delay in sensory encoding and/or motor execution 10-12,14,18-21 . 55 Perhaps surprisingly, ageing effects on the parameter that dictates the mean rate of 56 evidence accumulation ('drift rate') vary substantially across studies and appear to be 57 highly task-dependent (e.g. refs. 10, 14, 21, 22 ). For instance, whereas older and younger 58 adults had similar drift rates on a signal detection task 10 , older adults had lower drift 59 rates on a letter discrimination task 21 and higher drift rates during motion 60 discrimination 16 . 61 62 While these mathematical models have provided valuable insights into the effects of 63 ageing on decision making, there are limits on what can be gleaned from the 64 modelling of behavioural data alone (see 23 for a recent review). For instance, it is 65 difficult to ascertain whether any age-related differences in drift rate emanate from 66 differences in the quality of sensory encoding, the integrity of the evidence 67 accumulation process itself or engagement of other systems that play a supporting 68 role in perceptual decision making, such as neuromodulatory and attention systems 69 which are known to be affected by ageing (e.g. ref. 24 ). More generally, abstract 70 decision models that quantitatively capture behaviour do not necessarily reflect the 71 neural computations underlying decision formation, as evidenced in recent non- 72 human primate research [25] [26] [27] . Some animal neurophysiology studies have thus begun 73 to use neural signatures of decision formation directly to construct novel model 74 variants that are more representative of the neural implementation of the decision 75 process as well as its behavioural output 25, 28 . The recent identification of analogous 76 decision signals in non-invasive recordings presents an opportunity to similarly 77 develop neurally-informed models of human decision making. These human brain 78 signals bear all of the same decision-predictive characteristics as have been reported 79 for build-to-threshold decision signals observed in single-unit recordings 29-31 , 80 including a gradual buildup whose rate predicts reaction time and is proportional to 81 evidence strength, and a fixed amplitude immediately prior to decision reports 82 consistent with a boundary crossing effect [32] [33] [34] . Two functionally-distinct categories 83 of human decision signals have been characterised: effector-selective signals that 84 represent the translation of sensory evidence into a specific motor plan, such as 85 lateralised oscillatory activity in the beta-band [33] [34] [35] [36] , and a domain-general signal 86 found in the event-related potential, termed the centroparietal positivity (CPP), that 87 exhibits the same evidence accumulation properties irrespective of whether a 88 response is immediate, delayed 37 or not required at all 33 . The buildup of the CPP 89 reliably precedes evidence-selective motor preparation signals 32 , suggesting that it 90 reflects a processing level that intermediates between sensory encoding and motor 91 preparation. 92 93 To investigate the impact of ageing on the neural decision process and to examine 94 correspondences with the predictions derived from behavioural modelling, we asked 95 a group of younger and older participants to perform a continuous version of a 96 random dot motion task 32 and a gradual contrast-change detection task 33 , while we 97 recorded 64-channel electroencephalography (EEG). This approach allowed us to 98 isolate both effector-selective and domain-general indices of decision formation 99 whose dynamics we compared to key parameter values derived from fitting the most 100 popular sequential sampling variant, the drift diffusion model 9 , to the behavioural 101 data. For the continuous random dot motion task, the diffusion model accounted for 102 age-related performance deficits (longer reaction times and more misses) in terms of 103 a widening of decision boundaries in older adults. However, there were no 104 differences in the amplitude of either the effector-selective or domain-general 105 decision signals at the time of the decision report. Instead, older adults showed slower 106 decision signal buildup of neural evidence accumulation signals, which is equally 107 consistent with the performance deficits in this task. Meanwhile, in the contrast-108 change detection task, older subjects performed better (less variable reaction times 109 and fewer misses), and while the model fits explained this by an increase in both drift 110 rate and decision bound, no age-related differences in the corresponding neural signal 111 measurements were observed. We go on to show that if the diffusion model is 112 constrained to take account of these neurophysiological observations, the model 113 provides a better fit to the motion discrimination data and a comparable fit to 114 behaviour on the contrast-change detection task despite having fewer free parameters, 115 as well as producing estimates of the non-constrained parameters that accord with the 116 corresponding neural measures. Specifically, when decision bounds were constrained 117 to be equal and starting-point variability was added as a free parameter to take 118 account of premature evidence accumulation observed in older adults on the motion 119 task, the model was then able to capture the drift rate difference evident in the neural 120 data. In the contrast-change task, reduced across-trial variability in drift rate in older 121 adults that became apparent in the neurally-constrained model was reflected in 122 reduced variability both in the buildup rate of the decision signals and in pretarget 123 alpha-band activity, suggesting more consistent attentional engagement. Together, 124 our data suggest that human neurophysiological signals can play an important role in 125 constraining models of perceptual decision making and revealing key mechanistic 126 differences that may go undetected using behavioural modelling alone. To gain a better understanding of what aspects of the decision process led to these 164 differences in behaviour, we fit a drift diffusion model to the accuracy and RT data 165 for both age groups (Figure 2a ). We first identified the key parameters required to fit 166 the model to data pooled across participants from each group (decision bound, drift 167 rate, non-decision time, across-trial drift rate variability; see Supplementary Fig. 1   168 and Methods for further information on our approach), before fitting the model to 169 each individual's data from the two groups ( Figure 2c ). An analysis of incorrect 170 responses concluded that they were highly unlikely to have arisen from incorrect 171 decision boundary crossings through evidence accumulation (see Methods for further 172 details) and therefore incorrect responses were omitted from the fitting procedure. 173 The model produced good fits to the pooled group data for both the younger (G 2 = 174 51.51) and older (G 2 = 70.81) groups. Consistent with previous behavioural modelling 175 studies of motion discrimination and other two-alternative perceptual decisions 10,16,21 , 176 both the group-level and individual fits suggested that older adults had significantly was fit to the data. Evidence accumulation begins at starting point, z, and a response is initiated 183 when the cumulative evidence reaches the correct, a, or incorrect, 0, response boundary. The mean 184 rate of accumulation is determined by the drift rate, v, which can vary from trial-to-trial. This 185 variability is assumed to be normally distributed with a standard deviation of η. In the neurally-186 informed model, the starting point of the accumulation process could also vary on a trial-to-trial 187 basis, sz, and this variability was assumed to be uniformly distributed. On some trials, the 188 cumulative evidence does not reach either decision boundary before the response deadline and in 189 these cases the trial is classified as a miss. To measure the impact of ageing on neural evidence accumulation processes, we 203 recorded EEG while participants performed the random dot motion task. In line with 204 our earlier findings 32,40 , the onset of coherent motion elicited a rising positivity in the 205 event-related potential over centroparietal scalp regions in both younger and older 206 participants ( Figure 3a ). Our previous work has demonstrated that this centroparietal 207 positivity (CPP) exhibits the key properties of bounded accumulation that are central 208 to sequential sampling models of perceptual decision making 32,33 , while other work 209 has identified similar properties in lateralised oscillatory activity in Mu/Beta band 210 (e.g. [33] [34] [35] ). Specifically, these signals exhibit a gradual buildup whose rate scales with 211 evidence strength and reaches a stereotyped amplitude at the time of response. 212 Importantly, both of these signals have also been shown to be sensitive to 213 experimental manipulations previously shown to modulate participants' decision 214 boundaries, such as predictive cueing paradigms and experiments that manipulate the 215 speed/accuracy emphasis of a task (e.g. 34, 36, 41 ). Here, we took advantage of these 216 evidence accumulation properties to examine the effect of ageing on the buildup and 217 amplitude of response-locked CPP and oscillatory Mu/Beta activity and compare the 218 findings to our modelling results.
220
Initial inspection of the data revealed that the buildup of the CPP of the older group 221 actually commenced before the onset of coherent motion suggesting a tendency 222 towards premature evidence accumulation (see Supplementary Fig. 2 ). To account for 223 this, we baseline-corrected the ERP waveforms of both age groups relative to a 100 224 ms interval preceding this initial build-up (600 to 500 ms prior to coherent motion; 225 see Discussion for further consideration of this analysis step).
227
Across both groups, the CPP shared two of the key characteristics of the theoretical 228 decision variable central to sequential sampling models, namely a gradual buildup 229 whose rate increased in proportion to evidence strength (i.e. motion coherence, 230 F(1,64)=25.13, p<0.001, BF 01 <0.001), and a stereotyped amplitude immediately prior 231 to response execution that did not differ as a function of coherence (F(1, 64)= 0.8078, 232 p=0.37, BF 01 =3.53). The rate of CPP buildup differed between the age groups, with a 233 slower rate of accumulation in the older group compared to the young group (F(1, 64) 234 = 10.73, p=0.002, BF 01 =0.005), while there was no significant difference between age 235 groups in CPP amplitude at response (F(1, 64) = 1.72, p=0.19). Although our Bayes 236 factor analysis indicated that the evidence was inconclusive as to whether there was a 237 significant difference in the CPP amplitude at response (BF01=1.42), it should be 238 noted that the numerical trend favoured a lower CPP amplitude in the older group, 239 and is thus at odds with the prevailing view to emerge from the modelling literature 240 that older adults implement higher decision bounds (e.g. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Our neurophysiological data indicate that age-related decrements in motion 267 discrimination performance arise due to slower accumulation of motion information 268 in older adults, with little or no difference in the decision boundary positions of 269 younger and older participants. However, these observations are at odds with our 270 behavioural modelling results and those of previous studies (e.g. ref. 16 ). In an effort 271 to address this discrepancy, we fit an additional model to the behavioral data in 272 which, based on our neurophysiological observations, the decision bound was fixed 273 to the mean of the young and older group parameter values from the original group- greater starting point variability. Between-trial drift rate variability was also higher in 292 younger participants than older participants, although this effect was not statistically 293 significant (t(64)=1.94, p=0.056; see Contrast-change detection task for further 294 analysis and discussion). We also note that even when starting point variability was 295 not free to vary between groups, a model with constrained bounds produced more 296 parsimonious fits (BICs=93.29 and 108.37 for younger and older groups, To assess whether the age-related effects we observed on the random dot motion task 311 generalised to other perceptual decision making tasks, the same participants 312 performed a contrast-change detection task 33 within the same testing session, with the 313 order of the tasks counterbalanced across participants. Participants were required to 314 continuously monitor a checkerboard stimulus for intermittent reductions in contrast, 315 which were reported via a right-hand button click (Figure 4a ). Older adults 316 surprisingly outperformed their younger counterparts on this task, detecting more of Our initial neural signals analysis did not uncover any differences at the sensory 394 encoding, decision formation or motor preparation processing levels that could 395 account for the enhanced contrast detection performance of the older participants. As 396 in the random dot motion data, these electrophysiological data appear to be at odds 397 with our findings from a fit of a standard model, which suggested that older adults 398 displayed higher rates of evidence accumulation and elevated decision boundaries. In 399 an attempt to reconcile these findings, we fixed the boundary criterion and drift rate Fig. 3c for parameter values from fits to pooled data). In the following section we 412 sought evidence in our neurophysiological data to support these model findings.
414
Linking neurally-informed modelling to neurophysiology 415 416 The results from the neurally-constrained diffusion model suggest that the main 417 factor driving the older adults' behavioural advantage on the contrast-change 418 detection task is reduced between-trial drift rate variability. To establish whether 419 there was a corresponding age-related reduction in the variability of the neural 420 signatures of decision formation, we calculated single-trial estimates of the CPP slope 421 for the two age groups. This analysis revealed that the buildup rate of the CPP was 422 significantly more variable in the young group compared to the older group (Mean 423 SD across participants: Young=0.31, Old=0.21, t(74)=5.7, p<0.001) in keeping with 424 the modelling results. Furthermore, a similar age-related reduction in the variability 425 of the buildup rate of the CPP was also observed in the data from the random dot 426 motion task (Median SD across participants: Young=0.16, Old=0.13, U=385, p=0.04, 427 Mann-Whitney Test) suggesting that this effect generalises across different 428 perceptual tasks. 429 430 431
One potential reason for the age-dependent decrease in between-trial variability of 432 evidence accumulation is that older adults maintained a greater level of engagement 433 with the task (e.g. 16 Like many other studies to examine the effects of ageing using sequential sampling 461 models 10-16,19,20 , our initial model fits to the behavioural data suggested that the main 462 age-related adjustment in decision making was a widening of the decision 463 boundaries. However, these modelling results ran contrary to our neural signals 464 analysis, which showed no significant age-related differences in the amplitude of 465 either the domain-general or effector-selective signatures of evidence accumulation at 466 the time of decision report. While a Bayes factor analysis suggested that there was 467 strong evidence to indicate a lack of age group differences in the amplitude of either 468 the CPP or Mu/Beta activity at the time of response for the contrast-change detection 469 task, the results for the motion discrimination task were less conclusive. However, it 470 should be noted that the numerical group trends went in opposite directions for these 471 two decision-related signals, with older adults showing smaller CPPs and greater 472 Mu/Beta activity at response compared to their younger counterparts. Thus, across 473 the two experimental tasks we observed little neurophysiological evidence to support 474 the hypothesis that older adults set higher decision boundaries. Importantly, both of 475 these decision-related signals have previously been shown to be modified in a manner results suggest that older participants were able to maintain attentional engagement 510 more consistently across the duration of the tasks. It cannot be determined here 511 whether this effect reflects a compensatory strategy on the part of the older group or 512 increased motivation to perform well on the task. Alternatively, given the established 513 links between heightened arousal and greater variability in evidence accumulation 48 , 514 it may be that younger adults were more aroused as they completed the experiment. 515 This heightened arousal state could also help to explain the surprising higher miss The continuous monitoring tasks employed in the current study placed a strong 547 emphasis on the detection of stimulus feature changes. In the version of the random 548 dot motion task implemented here, participants frequently missed targets but 549 incorrect discriminations were rare. Consequently, the behavioural data provided 550 fewer constraints for modelling purposes than the discrete trial forced-choice tasks 551 that are more typically employed in the decision making literature. Nevertheless, 552 there is good evidence to suggest that the diffusion model behaves appropriately with 553 these data. First, both the initial and neurally-constrained models provided excellent 554 fits to the behavioural data from both the motion discrimination and contrast-change 555 Supplementary Figures 1 & 3) . Second, 556 the recovered parameter estimates from the unconstrained models produced age-557 related effects that are consistent with those reported in previous studies that Leveraging human brain signatures of decision formation to constrain computational 616 signals has potential benefits that extend beyond research on ageing. Recent studies 617 have suggested that the full drift diffusion model may be more complex than required 618 in certain circumstances and this complexity can lead to more variable parameter 619 estimates. The key message from these studies is that the sensitivity of diffusion 620 models to between-group effects can be enhanced by reducing or constraining some 621 of its parameters. However, determining which parameters should be constrained in a 622 given experiment is not straightforward. For example, the EZ diffusion model 64 does 623 not include between-trial variability in any of its parameters and has been shown to 624 be a more powerful tool at detecting simulated between-group effects as a result of Participants performed a continuous version of the random dot motion discrimination 670 task 32 and a contrast-change detection task 33 . Both tasks were completed in the same 671 session in a darkened and sound-attenuated room, with the order of the tasks pseudo-672 randomised across participants. In the same testing session, participants also 673 participated in a visual oddball task, the results of which will be reported in a 674 subsequent publication. Stimuli were presented on a 51 cm CRT monitor operating at 675 85 Hz and a resolution of 1024x768. Participants were seated at a distance of 55 cm 676 from the display and were instructed to fixate a centrally-presented fixation point at 677 all times during task performance. Prior to each task, participants carried out a 678 practice block to familiarise themselves with the task and stimuli. During practice 679 sessions, participants were given feedback on hits, misses and false alarms.
detection tasks (see Figures 2 & 5, as well as

681
Random dot motion task 682 683
Participants continuously monitored a patch of incoherently moving dots for 684 intermittent targets defined by a period of coherent motion in the leftward or 685 rightward direction (Figure 1a ). Motion direction and coherence level (30% or 60%) 686 were varied independently and randomly on a target-by-target basis. To facilitate the 687 measurement of motor preparation signals, participants were asked to indicate 688 leftward motion with a left-hand button press and rightward motion with a right-hand 689 button press. Participants were instructed to avoid guessing and to respond as soon as 690 they were certain they perceived coherent motion. The inter-target interval, during 691 which the incoherent motion was continuously displayed, lasted 3, 5 or 7 seconds and 692 was randomly chosen on a target-by-target basis. from the random dot motion task revealed that, on average, the onset of the CPP of 737 the older group occurred before the onset of coherent motion (see Supplementary Fig.   738 2), suggesting a tendency towards premature evidence accumulation onset due to 739 temporal uncertainty of the stimulus onset. Epochs were therefore baseline-corrected 740 to the average signal from -600 to -500 ms with respect to coherent motion onset. Bayes factor with an effect size of 1 to determine the strength of evidence in 820 favour/against a group-level difference in the slope and peak amplitude of the neural 821 signals of interest in each task. A JZS Bayes factor can be interpreted such that a 822 value of three favours the null hypothesis three times more than the alternative 823 hypothesis, while a value of one third favours the alternative three times more than 824 the null.
826
Drift diffusion modelling 827 Behavioural data from the gradual contrast-change detection and random dot motion 828 tasks were fit with one-choice 43 and two-choice 75 drift diffusion models, respectively. 829 Drift diffusion models assume that decisions are made through a noisy accumulation 830 process in which sensory evidence is accumulated over time from a starting point, z, 831 and a response is initiated when the cumulative evidence reaches the correct, a, or 832 incorrect, 0, response boundary (see Figure 2a ). The rate of accumulation is called the 833 drift rate, v, and is assumed to reflect the quality of information driving the decision 834 process. The mean drift rate can vary across trials and this variability is assumed to 835 be normally distributed with a standard deviation of η. There is also within-trial 836 variability, or noise, in the evidence accumulation process. This allows that processes 837 with the same mean drift rate terminate at different times, leading to a distribution of 838 response times (RTs), and occasionally at the wrong boundary, leading to incorrect 839 responses. The noise within a trial is also assumed to be normally distributed with a 840 standard deviation of s and is fixed at 0.1 to scale the other parameters 76 . All non-841 decision related processing is accounted for by a single non-decision parameter, t er , 842 that incorporates additive delays associated with sensory encoding and motor 843 execution. For the contrast-change detection task, we assumed that the drift rate rose 844 linearly over the duration of the target stimulus to reflect the ramping evidence signal 845 (i.e. decreasing contrast) in this task. Guided by our neurophysiological observations 846 from the motion discrimination task, we also introduced across-trial starting point 847 variability (sz) into the model for that experiment and this was assumed to be 848 uniformly distributed. Given the continuous nature of the experimental tasks, we 849 made an additional assumption that if the evidence accumulation process had not 850 terminated at one of the response boundaries by a time deadline, the trial was 851 classified as a miss (see also ref. 77 ). The response deadlines were set to 10,000ms 852 and 1750ms for the random dot motion and contrast-change detection tasks, 853 respectively. We also made the additional assumption that the evidence accumulation 854 process commenced following target onset. This decision was motivated by previous 855 work from our lab showing that in scenarios involving temporal uncertainty of target 856 onset, early target selection signals appear to play a role in initiating the neural 857 evidence accumulation process 40 . 858 Unlike discrete versions of the random dot motion task, erroneous discriminations on 859 the continuous version of the task were rare (~1% and 4% of targets in young and 860 older participants, respectively). Several features of the data suggest that the few 861 errors that did occur were likely not the result of evidence accumulation towards the 862 incorrect decision boundary, but rather arose from erroneous action selection. First, 863 older adults made significantly more errors when coherence was high than when it 864 was low (5.4% vs. 2.6%, U=260, p<0.001, Mann-Whitney test), a pattern inconsistent 865 with the predictions of the diffusion model (for example, see ref. 75 ). Second, error 866 rates were greater than false alarms rates for both younger and older adults (Younger: 867 0.004 vs. 0.002 per second, p=0.01, Older: 0.015 vs. 0.004 per second, p<0.001, 868 Wilcoxon signed rank test). Given that false alarms occur in conditions with no 869 sensory evidence (i.e. drift rate=0) and errors occur with a positive drift rate diffusing 870 towards the correct decision boundary, if errors reflected crossings of the incorrect 871 decision boundary we would expect to see fewer errors than false alarms. Together 872 these observations suggest that most of the errors we observe on the motion 873 discrimination task do not arise from the evidence accumulation process itself. As a 874 result, errors were excluded from the diffusion modelling analysis of the motion 875 discrimination data. 876 We fit a number of diffusion models to the behavioural data from each perceptual 877 task with varying parameter constraints and estimated parameter values by 878 minimising the G 2 statistic with a SIMPLEX minimisation routine. In order to fit the 879 model to the data, five RT quantiles (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) were calculated from the 880 RT distribution on correct trials and the proportion of trials lying between those 881 quantiles were multiplied by the total number of trials to yield observed values. All 882 RTs lying between 0 ms and the deadline in each task were included in these fits. 883 These quantiles were then fed into the drift diffusion model to calculate the simulated 884 proportion of trials that lay between these RT quantiles and were multiplied by the 885 total number of trials to yield the model-derived expected values. The goodness-of-fit 886 between the observed values and expected values was calculated via a G 2 test and this 887 statistic was minimised to provide estimates of the key model parameters. In models 888 where parameters were constrained to reflect a lack of an age group difference in our 889 neurophysiological observations, parameters were fixed to the mean of the young and 890 older estimates from the unconstrained model fit to the pooled data. Model 891 comparisons were performed using Bayes Information Criterion (BIC). The BIC 892 provides a trade-off between model complexity and goodness-of-fit, favouring a 893 model with less parameters if the differences in the degrees of freedom outweigh the 894 gains associated with a better model fit. The preferred model for each task was 895 chosen based on which produced the smallest BIC value. 896 For each experiment, we fit the model to the data in two ways. First, we pooled data 897 across participants and fit the model separately to the younger and older group data. 898 Here our approach was to find the most parsimonious version of the model (fewest 899 number of parameters) to adequately fit the data in order to avoid overfitting (see ref.
900 65 for discussion of this topic). To this end, we first attempted to fit the pooled data 901 with just the core components of the drift diffusion model free to vary (drift rate, 902 decision boundary and non-decision time). However, this initial model did not 903 provide a good fit to the data and through model simulations we identified that we 904 also needed to include between-trial drift rate variability as a free parameter to 905 capture the shape of the RT distributions. The addition of between-trial drift rate 906 variability greatly reduced G 2 values in both the younger and older data. Therefore, 907 we fit this model to each participant's data individually and averaged the resulting 908 parameter values across participants. These recovered parameter values were then 909 subject to inferential statistical analyses. 
